
Mind Reading 101 ,  Mental 101 , Cereal Killer  (Comedy

This comedy mind reading routine is similar to Mind Reading In Reverse but is much easier to 
preform and can be used as a running gag as part of a whole routine.  It has been around for a 
long time and has been written up under the names listed above as well as many others.  

The basic workings of the effect is that you have a set of prediction cards in your hand.  You ask 
an audience member a questions and no matter what they say the prediction card you turn over 
proves to be correct.  Well by correct I mean “not wrong.”  You will think up many other cards in 
addition to the ones I suggest.  As you do this the routine will become your own.  If you have been 
looking for some humor to dress up your act, you’ll find it in Mind Reading 101.

The Cereal Killer Routine starts with a manila envelope with the cards inside.  Start with the No 
written on the back of the envelop and ask a audience member “do you have any idea what is 
inside the envelope?”  They say no and you turn the envelop around to show NO.  Go on to ask 
other question and pull out cards that answer those questions.  I think it  looks too much like the 
magician is looking among the cards and picks one after the question is answered.  For my 
routine I have all the cards I am going to use in a stack held in one hand.  It seems easier than 
looking inside an envelop.  The man doing Cereal Killer makes his living doing this routine so who 
am I to judge.  

The dialog I use is only a suggestion of where to start.  The exact dialog you use may differ and 
how much of the routine you use will depend on the audience response and the time you want to 
use for the effect.  I would only use 4 or 5 of the readings in most cases but I have used all 5 and 
still gotten laughs at the end.  I have watched the Cereal Killer routine on u tube and he does 10 
minutes of this.  

Your Name
You ask a spectator “would be surprised if I had your name on the back side of the card.”  Or pick 
a spectator who you do not know and say ”think of your name.”   Or toss a ball to an audience 
member (like David Copperfield does) who tosses it to a second person who tosses it to a third 
person.  Say to the person with the ball “there is no way I could have known who would end up 
with the ball.  Would you be surprised if I had your name written on this card.”   You may also say 
as a joke “I know I sure would be.”  Hold up the card, turn it around and on the back, the card 
says, "Your Name." 

The "No" Card
You ask a spectator if they  think “      “  and ask a question they must say yes t and when they say  
yes produce the card.  For example, turn to audience member and say ” wasn't that amazing”  
They will say no.  Hold up the card, turn it around and on the back, the card says, "NO." Say”I 
knew you would say that.



The "Yes" Card
You ask a spectator if they  think “      “  and ask a question they must say yes to and when they 
say yes produce the card.  For example, turn to audience member and say ” I see you are with 
your wife.  Isnʼe she wonderful”  They will say yes.  Hold up the card, turn it around and on the 
back, the card says, "Yes." Say”I knew you had to say that.

Name a Card Any Card, Card
A spectator is asked to name any playing card. When they state their card you hold up the 
prediction card that displays all of the cards in a standard deck and you say ”  You see I have 
predicted your card.”

The Bar Code
You ask a spectator to think of any supermarket product and then estimate its price. Hold up the 
card, turn it around and the prediction shows a bar code.   Say “ Yes, I have the item and the 
price correct” 

The Bar Code for a Cereal Product.
You ask a spectator to think of a popular breakfast cereal .  After they have named the cereal have 
them estimate its price. Hold up the card, turn it around and the prediction shows a bar code.   
Say “ Yes, it is amazing but I have  the correct price”  (put an item in words on back and you may 
get lucky and have is named.  I use Cheerios.   If they say that name then after I show the bar 
code I turn it around to show the name.  At this point I stop the routine as it will never get better 
than that.

Any Country Card
You ask a spectator to name any major country in the world.   Hold up the card, turn it around and 
the card shows a map of the entire world.  Say “ Yes, that country is on this card”

Birthday Prediction
You ask a spectator to think of the month and day of a spectator’s birthday.  Hold up the card, turn 
it around and the card displays a 12-month calendar.  Say “ Yes, that date is on this card”

Letter Card  
You ask a spectator to name any letter in the alphabet.   Hold up the card, turn it around and the 
card shows a  Japanese symbol.   Say “ That is your letter in Japanese”.  Try Sanskrit if you are 
concerned that someone may know Japanese
 
Any Four Legged Animal 
You ask a spectator to name any 4 legged animal.   Hold up the card, turn it around and the card 
shows a circle body and circle head with 4 stick legs.  Say “ That is your animal drawn by a 3 year 
old.”



The Celebrity Baby Card
You ask a spectator to name any celebrity and when the prediction card is turned around, it shows 
the chosen star...as a baby. Say “ They were so cute, donʼt you think.”   I page has babies that 
depict white, African-American, Latino  and Asian babies.  You can say there they are, 3rd from 
the right.  
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